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ABSTRACT
Collaborative robots, or cobots, represent a breakthrough tech-
nology designed for high-level (e.g., collaborative) interac-
tions between workers and robots with capabilities for flexible
deployment in industries such as manufacturing. Understand-
ing how workers and companies use and integrate cobots is
important to inform the future design of cobot systems and ed-
ucational technologies that facilitate effective worker-cobot in-
teraction. Yet, little is known about typical training for collabo-
ration and the application of cobots in manufacturing. To close
this gap, we interviewed nine experts in manufacturing about
their experience with cobots. Our thematic analysis revealed
that, contrary to the envisioned use, experts described most
cobot applications as only low-level (e.g., pressing start/stop
buttons) interactions with little flexible deployment, and ex-
perts felt traditional robotics skills were needed for collab-
orative and flexible interaction with cobots. We conclude
with design recommendations for improved future robots, in-
cluding programming and interface designs, and educational
technologies to support collaborative use.

Author Keywords
Human-robot interaction (HRI); human-robot collaboration;
collaborative robots; end-user programming; educational
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CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in HCI;
•Computer systems organization → Robotics;

INTRODUCTION
Employers in modern manufacturing need workers, including
those that interact with and operate manufacturing equipment,
with advanced skills to meet the demands of the evolving work-
place [25]. However, there is a shortage of workers equipped
with these skills, giving rise to a “skills gap,” that has become
an increasingly critical concern in manufacturing [34]. Most
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Figure 1. An automation technology engineer demonstrates program-
ming a cobot task using a “teach pendant” with a UR cobot.

approaches to closing the skills gap involve improving train-
ing for technology literacy and skills [3, 25]. However, we
argue that a second approach, lowering the bar for entry to
the technology workforce (i.e., making the technology easier
for novices to use and learn), can allow workers better access
to higher-skill jobs. New approaches to technology design,
of the core automation technology and of training technolo-
gies, can both support these needed increases in technology
skills and lower the barriers to entry. This context provides
HCI and design researchers with the opportunity to contribute
to addressing the skills gap through the design of workplace
technologies that ease worker interaction, and through new
training methods, including educational technologies.

Collaborative robots, or cobots, (see Figure 1 for an example),
are designed for safe operation around and in collaboration
with human workers. Cobots may be a technological solution
to reduce the skills gap by lowering the bar for entry in that
they offer a greater role for human workers in programming
and interacting with new these new technologies. There is a
growing number of applications for human-robot collaboration
(HRC) in the workplace, including in hospitals, warehouses,
welding, construction, assembly, and recycling [1, 24, 32, 29,
38]. These HRC interactions are a key element in the modern
wave of industrial development, often referred to as Industry
4.0, where flexibility and customization are emphasized [21].
Cobots are designed to be easily programmed and operate
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safely with and around humans, allowing them to provide flex-
ible solutions for automation and easier training and operation.
There have been several studies to illustrate the promise of
cobots, particularly as alternatives to traditional robots and as
augmented and collaborative supports for human manufactur-
ing activities [13]. However, little work exists evaluating the
actual implementation of cobots in automation and the ability
for low-skill workers to collaborate with these technologies.

Training the modern automation workforce will require work-
ers to learn new skills that align with the needs of Industry
4.0 and also opportunities to apply these new skills [22]. For
collaboration with cobots, workers need training related to co-
working with the technology in modern workplaces, including
configuring and re-configuring work areas, rapid programming
and reprogramming of these technologies, and attending to
personal and workplace safety [25]. Engineers of cobots in
automation will also need training and support on how to effec-
tively utilize the advantages of cobots and create opportunities
for workers to interact with these technologies [19]. However,
designing training to increase collaboration with technology
has not been adequately addressed [12].

To address these needs, in this study, we interviewed experts
in cobot automation to examine how the actual use of cobots
compares to the potential uses of cobots. Based on this under-
standing, this paper aims to propose design recommendations
for future cobot technologies, including end-user program-
ming and interface design, and educational technologies to
support worker-cobot collaborative skills. These recommen-
dations advance the field of cobot design, including the design
of cobot programming environments, and of models for col-
laborative interactions with cobots. We also propose novel
approaches to education in cobot implementation, collabora-
tion, and operation skills. Our findings highlight a rich space
of opportunities for research and design for the growing body
of work on programming and authoring tools and environ-
ments and on in situ educational technologies that integrate
learning-scientific theories and interactive technologies.

BACKGROUND
Our work is inspired by advancements in robotic technologies
for manufacturing, particularly cobots, and their potential to
change human-robot collaboration. Here, we review literature
on the potential implications of cobots in manufacturing.

The Promise of Cobots in Manufacturing
Cobots have the potential to provide a technological solu-
tion for the adaptive workplaces of Industry 4.0. Cobots are
designed to be distinct from traditional robots or other au-
tomation technologies, such as computer numerical control
(CNC) machines, in their improved safety features, simpli-
fied programming, and flexible application that do not require
an isolated work-cell and allow for simple deployment [14].
Whereas traditional robots and automation technologies are
adept at repetitive and simple tasks, cobots are designed to
excel at interactive activity with and around humans. These
distinctions can benefit automation systems by allowing a
single technology to augment human activities, across many

applications, such as assembly, packaging, and organizing, in
ways that utilize both human and machine strengths [4].

Traditional robots are used to automate routine and repetitive
processes in manufacturing at speeds and forces that require
them to be isolated from workers through the use of a physical
barrier or cage. The need for isolation often implies that
traditional robots are not suitable for some activities that take
place within a human-occupied work-cell. These activities
often include machine tending, where an automated machine
manufactures or assembles a work-piece item that must be
further handled by a human, or pick-and-place where items
are moved from one place to another—typically packaging
finished items or loading/unloading a pallet of work-pieces.

In contrast to traditional robots that require an isolated work
area, the improved safety features of cobots allow them to be
safely operated in and around human workers [23]. Cobots can
be equipped with similar safety options as traditional robots
such as automated safety stops when human proximity is de-
tected or motion limits for areas occupied by a human [8].
Cobots improve on these systems with the inclusion of force
sensors that trigger hard stops to deactivate the cobot if any col-
lision is detected so that a cobot will rapidly stop motion when
it comes into contact with humans or other objects. Cobots are
also typically constrained to work at lower speeds and forces
than traditional robots, to maintain safe operation around work-
ers [39], and in some cases are designed with lighter weight
materials and/or dampening padding to limit injury in the case
of accidental collision [4]. These safety features are what
allow cobots to work around humans without safety caging
and afford more rapid and inexpensive deployment anywhere
in a work environment without sacrificing worker safety.

Safer operations with cobots in HRC allow for high-level
worker interactions within the programmed cobot activities.
While traditional robots are programmed to operate indepen-
dently, cobots can have co-located, dependant, and collabora-
tive interactions with humans. The ability to work around hu-
mans means that cobots can perform tedious, difficult, or dan-
gerous machine tending and pick-and-place operations near
workers, and engage in higher-level collaborative activity—
including dynamic communication, optimization, and program
adjustments [13]. Increases in dynamic and dependant inter-
actions and more accessible programming environments can
lead to a greater role for workers in programming and interact-
ing with cobots and can help lead to the flexible workplace of
Industry 4.0 with a rise in new skilled jobs in that workplace.

The simplified programming of cobots can be an especially
important part of developing jobs for workers with new skills
in manufacturing as they afford increased ease of use and
implementation accessible to low- to medium-skill workers
[4], where, with minimal training, they can provide inputs,
programming, and reprogramming of the cobot [28]. Cobot
programming is generally done using a teach pendant, a touch
screen device where programmers set waypoints and motion
paths, by moving the cobot, and also integrate logic-based
actions and information from sensors (see Figure 1), to sim-
plify programming. At face value, this programming and input
method is intuitive and easy to use, and improvements to this



programming environment are ongoing [36], but the teach pen-
dant can limit functionality [26], and can become a difficult
intermediate device between workers and the cobot they are
programming [37]. One solution to this problem is to design
programming environments that allow complex but generic
programs. Engineers can include simple human-robot inter-
faces or even manual control [37] where workers to create and
deploy their own specific tasks [35]. This flexible deployment
can be supported by intuitive programming for workers as
end-users, such as perception-driven task planning [27], that
provides functional operation and can also give feedback on
the internal states and perception of the cobots [33].

With these increases to safety and ease of programming, cobots
can be flexibly applied and deployed into numerous appli-
cations. This flexibility allows workplaces to train existing
employees who are skilled in other aspects of manufacturing,
such as welding or CNC operation, to implement cobots into
their manufacturing activities. For example, a skilled welder
might benefit from robotic assistance in manipulating and se-
curing pieces for welding. If this welder were given training
on cobot programming and operation, they would be able to
easily supplement their activities, re-program the cobot for
unique or low-volume tasks, and adjust automated routines
based on environmental changes in the manufacturing process.
In this way, both human and robot skills are utilized and made
complimentary. This collaborative interaction with the cobot
allows the worker to be more efficient and productive, reduces
their exposure to repetitive and dangerous tasks, and allows
them use the cobot across different parts of their job. While
cobots are created with the capacity for collaborative work
with humans, these collaborative activities require automation
system designs that are different in scope than those that uti-
lize traditional robots. That is, cobots are simply traditional
robots without a cage, unless engineers deliberately design for
human-robot collaboration (HRC). Therefore, it is important
to compare the potential and intended uses of cobots with
actual common usage of cobots in automation.

To assess levels of collaboration in a human-robot interactive
system, the potential range of interactions can be summarized
into a hierarchy of levels. These levels go from the robot oper-
ating completely independent of humans to fully interactive
and reactive simultaneous collaboration between humans and
robots [13]. Christiernen [9] describes levels of collaboration
including: no collaboration (level 0), stop/start (level 1), in-
teractive (level 2), and collaborative (level 3) types of HRC
(see Figure 2). In interactions where there is no collaboration
(level 0), robots perform as traditional caged or gated robots
and perform activities is an isolated space where humans do
not enter the work-cell. For all other levels of HRC, a cobot
is required to safely operate and share the same space as hu-
man workers. In stop/start (level 1) HRC interactions, the
cobot is either always idle when the human is in the work-cell
area (e.g., holding a work piece while the human performs
manual operations), or the interaction is limited to the human
controlling the beginning and ending of automation routines
(e.g., while the human prepares or clears a work-cell area). For
HRC that is interactive, where the human acts as a guide or the
human and robot are aware of each other’s movements (level
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Figure 2. Four levels of human-robot collaboration (HRC) from
Christiernen [9]. Levels 0 and 1 are interactions with no or low-level
HRC, and levels 2 and 3 are interactions with higher-level HRC.

2), the human is able to adapt the actions of the robot using
a variety of input methods such as steering, voice, or sensor
activation (e.g., humans use their hands to move or relocate a
cobot arm to a more precise location during assembly), and
the robot is capable of adapting activity in order to avoid the
human by tracking human movement (e.g., a robot and human
simultaneously assembling a work piece). Finally, for collabo-
rative HRC interactions (level 3), humans and cobot cooperate
in a joint task where the robot adapts to and learns through
observing human actions. This level of interaction creates a
dynamic and supportive collaboration, where the human and
cobot are responsive to each other (e.g., the robot rotates a
work piece closer to the worker as the worker stands or moves
to another area of a work-cell), but requires a sophisticated
level of sensing and task modeling for understanding human
intent and social cues. HRC interactions at levels 2 and 3 rep-
resent a more complex but intuitive type of interaction, where
rather than a pre-programmed fixed sequence of robot actions,
there is a variety of cobot actions that can be activated based
on human and/or environmental feedback.

HRC Examples in Research
There are many examples of varying levels of HRC in research
and industry (for a descriptive list, see El Zaatari et al. [13]).
Examples of higher-level HRC, including interactive (level 2)
and collaborative (level 3) levels, are somewhat common in
research studies but are rarer in actual industry applications,
where HRC with a cobot is typically a stop/start (level 1) in-
teraction. Cobots can be programmed to respond to variations
in human actions such as adjusting the cobot’s weight sup-
port based on sensed human force and object mass [20] or
the cobot’s speed in hand-over tasks based on variations in
human cycle times [17]. An example of interactive (level 2)
HRC activities from research studies can be found in work
by Alvarez-de-los-Mozos [1], which studied humans work-



ing with cobots to recycle electronic scrap material. In this
application, many unique consumer electronic goods must be
disassembled properly for recycling of valuable or hazardous
materials. The human worker assessed each electronic good to
be recycled and used a demonstration technique to instruct the
cobot on where to cut cables or remove small components, and
the cobot then independently completed a removal task. In this
example, humans complete the complex task of assessing each
individual recycling case and can quickly create programming
instructions on what cobot actions should take place. Gabler
et al. [15] provide an example of a collaborative (level 3) HRC
design for co-assembling a work piece. In this example, the
human and cobot jointly added Lego pieces to a board. The
cobot was designed to have a wide variety of possible actions
that the user can select from and dynamically chose one such
action based on current and past human motions and what
the system predicted as future actions of the human. In this
way, the robot dynamically adapted it motions to be reactive
to human activity. Workers would benefit from this type of
HRC as it would allow them to choose a sequence of actions
most suitable to their estimation of the overall task, rather than
being bound to a pre-programmed action sequence.

HRC Examples in Industry
Higher-level (2 and 3) HRC is less common in industry and
seems to be most common in automobile assembly, such as
in BMW and Audi vehicles. These applications are typically
at an interactive (level 2) HRC level, where cobots, working
along-side human workers, move and hold large pieces, reach
to assembly parts difficult for humans to access, or complete
repetitive or precise tasks. These applications reduce strain
and tedium for the human work force and take advantage of
the cobots’ ability to work in proximity to those humans [13].
There is also some evidence of companies taking advantage
of the ease of programming and re-programming for cobots
to utilize agile Industry 4.0 manufacturing approaches such
as automating very low-volume orders and flexibly managing
a large fleet of cobots [4, 19], but these applications seem
most often done as start/stop (level 1) machine-tending or
pick-and-place tasks. To provide work opportunities that take
advantage of human capabilities, cobots and workflows need
to be designed and applied with higher-level (2 and 3) HRC
in mind [19], otherwise, new technologies may only exist to
replace human workers rather than to support them [31].

Training in Collaborative Robotics
Traditional robotics training for automation requires course-
work in programmable logic controllers (PLCs), sensors, and
process controls; advanced programming in text-based lan-
guages such as Python and C++; and operating systems such as
Linux and ROS (Robot Operating System). This training can
require years of work and can be a barrier to low-skill workers,
such as manual laborers or machine operators, to develop the
new skills needed to meet the growing demands in industry.
Due to the uniquely simplified programming environments,
intuitive interfaces, and opportunity for collaborative interac-
tions, cobots represent an opportunity for these low-skill work-
ers to have a greater role in programming and interacting with
industrial technologies than traditional robots. With some addi-
tional training, workers can have direct access to collaborating

with and programming cobots as a means of keeping pace with
the rapidly increasing complexity of automation technologies.
These newly skilled workers take advantage of the additional
safety, flexibility, and ease of programming, with less tech-
nical training, to more efficiently attend to automation tools
in work-cells, such as CNC machines, and reduce the need
to employ engineers to program and implement automation
processes [4]. Rather than requiring many years of training in
traditional automation or robotics engineering, workers can
complete necessary training for cobot programming in a mat-
ter of weeks, through online programs and workshops offered
by cobot manufacturers and distributors or in traditional edu-
cational settings. For example, Universal Robotics offers an
introductory online training followed by a series of multi-day
in-person core and advanced training courses [10]. There are
also possibilities for other training methods including adopting
more apprenticeship-based training programs [25], consistent
with modern learning theory [11], or educational programs
that involve advanced learning technologies, such as virtual
factories [18], to support training.

The new skills needed for workers in Industry 4.0 include
the ability to interact and maintain new technologies with
some knowledge of programming, automation, and mechani-
cal systems [2]. One approach to building these skills has been
demonstrated by Mourtzis et al. [22] through their teaching
factory approach. Here, students are guided through a process
of designing a new product and then manufacturing and as-
sembling the parts for the new product. The paradigm used
in this study for assembling the parts gives insight into use-
ful skills for workers to obtain, including collaborating with
a cobot and utilizing augmented reality, smart technologies,
and wireless sensors in the assembly process. However, there
is no definitive or detailed description of exactly what these
skills are and how they should be taught. Rather than only a
basic description of the advanced skills in programming and
collaborating with cobots and other advanced technologies, it
is crucial that a detailed program of the skills and expertise
needed to obtain these proficiencies is outlined in future work.

The potential to provide flexible alternative solutions to tradi-
tional robots and to provide workers easier access to collab-
oration and programming with modern technologies would
benefit modern industry and automation as well as future em-
ployees in these fields. This potential can only be met if
those implementing and designing automation solutions uti-
lize cobots effectively, workers are trained in novel ways that
allow them the ability to operate and interact with cobots in so-
phisticated ways, and cobots and their interfaces are designed
in ways that promote their collaborative use [19]. While there
is potential for cobots to transform automation, there is little
research done to understand how cobots are actually being
applied in manufacturing and how existing workers should be
trained to interact with these technologies. Robust adoption
of new technologies is a continual problem in HCI [30], and
a nuanced understanding of the particular issues and barriers
to adoption and application of cobots in manufacturing can
inform the design of these systems, including programming
tools, interfaces and training focused on collaboration.



Table 1. Summary of participants and interview groups.

Participant Occupation Company Interview group

P1 Implementer Automation Sales Individual
P2 Educator Technical College Individual
P3 Engineer Manufacturing

Enterprise
Group A

P4 Engineer Manufacturing
Enterprise

Group A

P5 Implementer Automation Sales 2 Group B
P6 Implementer Automation Sales 2 Group B & C
P7 Engineer Manufacturing

Enterprise 2
Group C

P8 Operator Manufacturing
Enterprise 2

Group C

P9 Implementer Automation Sales Individual

METHOD
To gain insight into the application of cobots and the skills ex-
perts believe are needed to successfully operate and program a
cobot, we recruited participants with expertise in using cobots
for automation in manufacturing. Since we are interested
in understanding how cobots are applied in automation, we
chose to focus our interviews on engineers and implemeters,
as they represent the people that create and design real-world
cobot applications. We recruited these experts using a snow-
ball method [16], through a robotics automation guidance
committee, and from email with a cobot distributor. We also
included one worker, an operator, where during an interview,
an expert asked this operator to join the discussion to further
describe a cobot application they were working on. Our main
research method and data collection approach was steeped in
Constructivist Grounded Theory [7] that involved conducting
open-ended interviews with participants at their workplace.
We then employed Thematic Analysis as a qualitative coding
method to identify patterns in the interview data [6].

Participants
A total of nine participants (all male) from five different orga-
nizations were recruited for the study, including four imple-
menters from two different automation distribution companies,
three engineers from two different manufacturing companies,
one educator at a community college with automation industry
experience, and one experienced worker, a CNC operator who
works at the same company as one of the engineers. Both dis-
tribution companies are mid-sized regional businesses serving
companies in the Midwest United States. The manufacturing
companies both produce custom and small- to medium-volume
fabricated parts for other companies. The community college
includes a program in industrial manufacturing and automa-
tion that incorporates robotics training as a central part of
the overall curriculum. All participants had first hand knowl-
edge of Universal Robotics cobots, with various cobots from
other manufacturers discussed where: all implementers and
the educator mentioned Fanuc, P1 mentioned Omron, and P5
mentioned Yaskawa cobots. See Table 1 for a summary of
participants, organizations and interview groups.

Data Sources and Analysis
We conducted six interviews (Mean length = 50.73 min) that
occurred at participant job sites and utilized an open-ended

approach to questions that allowed participants to elaborate
on ideas generated during conversations. In some cases inter-
views were done in pairs or groups of three to foster insightful
conversation about the topic (see Table 1). Two interviews
included two participants: one with a pair of engineers from
the same company and another with a pair of implementers
from the same company. There was also one interview with
three participants that included an engineer and worker from
one company as well as the implementer from one of our ear-
lier interviews who had installed and programmed the cobot at
that company. In keeping with a Grounded Theory approach,
the researchers reviewed and discussed each interview after
visiting with the participant(s) in order to refine and inform
each subsequent interview and compare potential themes from
new interviews with previous interviews. After six interviews,
few new insights or potential themes emerged, and the authors
agreed that saturation had been reached [5].

Each interview was video recorded, transcribed and coded us-
ing a Reflexive Thematic Analysis approach [6]. After a period
of familiarization with the interview data, the first two authors
began generating codes with an initial round of semantic codes
closely related to the data. We then utilized iterative discus-
sions that yielded recurrent topics and themes by organizing
the data around significant thematic units that were finalized
into two major themes: (1) cobots are used as uncaged tradi-
tional robots and (2) experts believed worker training should
focus on traditional robotics skills. The findings below are
presented according to these themes.

RESULTS
The thematic analysis provided insights into how cobots are
used in actual manufacturing scenarios and the skills experts
believed workers would need for cobot programming and
operation. Figure 3 summarizes each theme.

Cobots Are Used as Uncaged Traditional Robots
We found that most cobots were used for automation appli-
cations at level 1 (start/stop) interactions that utilized their
ability to work around humans but not in higher (levels 2 and
3) interactions that included collaboration with humans. We
identified several factors related to the lack of collaborative use
of cobots: (1) cobots were often chosen for simple tasks; (2)
cobots were rarely used for flexible or adaptive purposes that
include opportunities for workers to re-program or re-purpose
cobots; and (3) the development of new, hybrid cobots to im-
prove speed and payload capacities. Due to the consistent
use of level 1 applications, we found cobots to be used for
automation purposes in ways similar to traditional robots.

Low-level HRC
Most examples from our experts describe level 1 (start/stop)
types of HRC. These applications typically included cobots
used in machine tending and pick-and-place tasks where the
cobot performs one part of a process, and the human is limited
to starting, setting up, and/or ending the process. Rarely did
our experts mention higher-level (2 and 3) HRC.

The applications our experts described often included cobots
conducting machine tending or pick-and-place tasks, including
interactions with other automation machines such as CNC



Cobots are Used as “Uncaged” Traditional Robot

Training Focuses on Traditional Robotics Skills

Cobots were chosen for automation applications that utilize
lower cost and space requirements, but it was rare for flexible or
collaborative interactions to be utilized.

Experts believe operators need training in traditional robotics,
such as programmable logic controllers and programming, to
e�ectively interact with cobots at higher HRC levels. 

Figure 3. Two major emergent themes of the study.

machines. In these applications, interactions with workers
were limited, where the robot is idle during worker activity,
and the worker simply starts and stops the process for the
cobot (HRC level 1). These applications seemed common
because a cobot could be safely integrated into an existing
shop floor without safety caging. This integration allows
workers to be freed from much of the wait time of machine
tending, but also be able to step into the work area to reset
pallets, exchange bins, or other configuration work. In one
example, we observed P8, a CNC operator, set a pallet of
blank metal pieces and start the program for a cobot to load
those pieces into a CNC machine for fabrication. P8 then
moved to another area of the workplace while the cobot and
CNC worked. P8 returned when alerted by the cobot that the
process was completed and then deburred and finish each piece
by hand. P8 felt that automating the CNC machine tending
freed him to “do all this stuff while [the cobot] is running.” In
another example, P4 explained a fabrication job for a client
that involved “the cobot just going to be taking the parts off
the conveyor and putting them in packaging and ... where the
employee comes in, or a human worker, they’ll come and swap
out the boxes once they’re full.” P6 also described a task where
the cobot “loaded [an] elevator system where it loads one tray
and the system automatically recycles to another empty tray
and then eventually it’ll say, ‘Hey I have a full system, here,’"
to prompt the worker to empty it. As P6 told us, commonly
the worker’s interaction with the cobot is “to load, unload,
and start and stop.” As P5 told us, their perspective was that
“collaboratives work really well with simple assembly work
where you have to work with a person.” Using cobots made
these processes more efficient than using a caged traditional
robot, because the worker could step directly into the work-
cell to set up, finish, or remove packaging or pieces, but still
fall short of higher-levels of HRC.

Rarely, did our experts mention interactive (level 2) HRC work
with cobots, and in no cases did they describe collaborative
(level 3) HRC. The few examples of level 2 HRC included
allowing cobots to be “alongside” workers (P2) and the cobots
provide the opportunity to efficiently create processes where
automated and manual work was mixed (P2). For example, the
one student project that did utilize a cobot in a capstone project
with our instructor, P2, involved a UR3 robot extending outside
of a safety-guarded work-cell to receive a container from a
worker that would be considered a level 2 HRC interaction.
While P2 did say the cobot was chosen because this type

of interaction was “quicker and easier” than creating a safe-
guarded loading tray to pass the container to the robot, he
also suggested they used it for the novelty. He said, “we had
this cobot, and we decided we should use it. I mean it’s just
too great a resource to just let it sit and collect dust.” This
response suggests that engineers may be eager to find useful
higher-level applications for cobots, but that these applications
are not always readily apparent or available.

Simple Applications
Based on our interviews, one factor in choosing cobots for
primarily level 1 HRC applications was the general focus on
first automating the most repetitive and simple aspects of a
manufacturing process. P5 told us, “you [automate] your
easiest processes [first] to free people up to help deal with the
harder issues that you’re dealing with.” Our experts explained
that they chose a cobot, rather than a traditional robot, for
cases where the limited speed, range, and payload capacity
(which are typically deficient in comparison to traditional
robots) were not as critical, and the lower cost of installing a
cobot and the ability to place the cobot in closer proximity to
workers was worth the trade-off of lower performance.

The lower speed and payload of cobots were a critical con-
sideration for our experts. For example, P1 told us if their
customers need a “fairly high throughput, we have maybe a
couple of [cobots] that might work as far as reach and payload
goes, but if they need the higher speeds that say a cobot might
not be able to achieve, then we will talk about a traditional
robot.” Experts felt that high throughput or payloads would re-
move a cobot from consideration for an application. As P2 told
us, for many of their applications “the cycle times would have
been too high to try and use the collaborative robot.” Cobots
were therefore often found useful for applications where other
parts of the overall automation process were slow, so that the
cobot was not the limiting factor in the process cycle time.
However, since the processes our experts often chose to auto-
mate were those that were typically simple and repetitive, it
may be that these types of processes most often require the
higher performance of traditional robots.

When speed and capacity limits were not prohibitive, experts
saw the benefit of cobot affordability, safety, and space-saving
capacity as particularly helpful for smaller companies, because
cobots often cost less than traditional robots and didn’t require
expensive and space consuming caged work cells and other
safety measures. P9 explained that most of their cobot sales
were to small companies that had limited space and resources.
It was also important that even though the lack of safety caging
means that cobots could be installed more cheaply and quickly
than traditional robots, they also did not sacrifice the safety of
the work environment. P6 told us his choice of a cobot was,
“really about the safety, honestly when it comes down to it,”
and that due to this safety, “you don’t really need the guarding
so it’s a little bit cheaper, in the end.” In sum, our experts most
often chose cobots for applications to reduce costs and place
the cobot near workers without reducing safety.

Flexible and Adaptive Applications Were Rare
A second factor in choosing cobots for primarily level 1 HRC
applications was the rarity of using cobots flexibly. Most



often a cobot was used continually for one application rather
than being redeployed between multiple jobs. One of our
implementers, P6, noted that “for collaborative robots, almost
every robot I’ve seen it is set for one task and that’s all it will
do.” Another implementer, P1, told us “that the majority of our
customers leave those [cobots] for one function.” He explained
that this single-use perspective was related to volume, where
high-volume jobs needed the cobot to be used as a dedicated
single-use machine, and when companies “have more than one
application for a cobot, they’re going to buy another cobot.”
P1 did add that some low-volume customers do reapply cobots
for multiple functions, and that it is “pretty simple for these
guys to move the cobot from one function to another and have
it up and running within a very small amount of time.” This
perspective is consistent with how P3 and P4 explained that
their company had purchased cobots as capital investments
to spread the cost across several contracts, particularly for
“low-run” jobs, because cobots could be reapplied to new jobs
without specialized work-cells or task-specific safety caging.
P7, also explained their company has only used their cobots for
single use applications that would continue the job “forever,”
because it was making “one of their bread and butter parts.”

New Cobot Design from Traditional Robot Manufacturers
During our interviews, we found two other factors related to
how cobots are implemented in the workplace, including (1)
new cobot designs by traditional robot manufacturers and (2)
the impact of labor cost on choosing cobot applications.

Our experts told us that the concern over slow speed and
payload capacity for cobots has led to the production of new
hybrid robots that are capable of traditional robot speeds that
are slowed and put into a “collaborative mode” when a hu-
man is detected within a certain proximity. P2 described this
approach as allowing the cobot to “speed up at certain times
and if you’re in a guarded area away from people, why not
let it do it’s full motion and mute the collaborative portion
of it and go faster.” This insight implies that a new hybrid
type of cobot could remove the limitations on using cobots for
high throughput applications. P7 added that increased payload
capacity would be important. He said, “if we were to buy
another one for a lathe or a mill-turn machine like the one
up front, we probably couldn’t use this [UR5 cobot] because
some of these parts are really heavy.” This approach would
seem to align best with level 1 (start/stop) cobot interactions,
as the cobot would be expected to operate at greater speeds
with the worker outside of it’s safe proximity zone. Overall,
the experts described newer hybrid collaborative robots as
cobots that were becoming more like traditional robots.

Areas of Promise in Human-robot Collaboration
We also found evidence that with more experience with cobots,
the engineers can better see how their collaborative properties
can be better utilized. For example, while their company has
not re-deployed any of their cobots for new applications, P7
did find this potential to be appealing. He feels that the “best
part is you don’t need those floor scanners or any fencing
around it,” because for a traditional robot these requirements
“makes it more like a immovable sort of system.” He told us
that if they were to “buy another robot for any machine, like

the one up front where we’re running more parts and a higher
mix, I think it’d be a collaborative.” Our expert implementers
also described some cases where they were asked to design
interactive aspects of cobot programming. For example, P6
told us of a customer request for “a robot where we can literally
let the worker change programs to speed it up, slow it down.”

Another area of promise for flexible cobot programming is the
implementation of templates for common (and increasingly
less common) programming tasks that typically required PLC
control in the past. P3 and P4 told us they can incorporate
camera vision applications that used to take a “ridiculous
amount of time,” where they “needed a PLC in-line to send the
messages to and from the camera and then back to the robot,”
but now “can basically run full operation just using the robot
without any PLC route controls,” because UR now “will build
all the code internally.” Our experts indicated that increases
in the number of complex techniques, such as robot vision in
automation, that are made as easy to access template codes
will allow them to build higher levels of HRC interactions
more efficiently, which may lead to their greater adoption.

Implications of Low-level HRC
Overall, it appears that engineers recognized the potential
for cobots in automation, but cobots were still most often
incorporated into the same simple and repetitive manufactur-
ing applications as traditional robots. This finding suggests
that the current design of cobots does not seem to adequately
support engineers in creating higher-level HRC interactions.
Therefore, we believe that this has significant implications for
new perspectives on designing future cobots including design-
ing for human-augmentation, and more intuitive and capable
worker interfaces (see Implications Section 1).

Training Is Focused on Traditional Robotics Skills
Our second theme summarizes engineer and implementer be-
liefs that workers would need traditional robotics and automa-
tion skills such as programmable logic controllers and other
formal programming experience to interact with and program
cobots. This belief led them to see a very steep learning curve
for low- to mid-skill workers in gaining these skills. Experts
felt that the existing trainings designed for cobots that focus
on building basic skills for simple operations, such as pick and
place and machine tending, are easy to learn but inadequate for
most applications in automation. They believed that this trend
would continue as newer cobots began to be based on more
traditional and complex robot programming. In the automation
and manufacturing program at the community college, they
believed that cobots will be increasingly used in industry but
still see them as a niche or peripheral technology and do not
include training specific to cobots. We also found a belief that
it may not be worth investing in worker training for cobots,
because cobots were often used in long-term applications. For
example, P7 acknowledged that some workers that worked on
low-volume projects might benefit from cobot programming,
but “because some robots are doing the same thing day in and
day out, there’s no use in having the operator of that system
knowing how to edit the program” Finally, we found that some
of our experts, particularly the engineers, saw that improve-



ments in worker training programs would afford increasing
the capacity for workers in higher-level collaboration.

Steep Learning Curve for Learning Cobot Programming
Our experts felt that learning to use cobots in automation
would be difficult, where P3 described a “steep curve” (P3) for
workers without formal two and four year training, and P2 said
programming is not “easy for the person off the street, there’s
a learning curve that’s really steep.” P4 described this problem
being due to programming in the simplified languages such
as Polyscope (UR’s end-user programming interface) being
easy to “pull commands in, but you still need to know how
the logic works” indicating that applying basic operations is
easy, but connecting them into a logical, functioning, and safe
program is still very difficult. P6 felt that most companies
found training in programmable logic controllers (PLCs) to be
the bare minimum of training needed to even begin to work
with robots, and even then, as he said, “you literally just went
to school for the PLCs, and they maybe will let you touch [the
cobot] a little bit,” indicating that even formal PLC training
was barely enough to begin robotics work. He also noted that
workplaces often employ the use of assessment to evaluate
skills in PLC and robotics, including “for the PLC stuff they’ll
give you a ladder logic system and they will tell you to kind of
translate it.” According to P6, these tests were used as a way of
establishing trust that when working with a cobot “you know
enough that you’re not messing something up in the program.”
Without training in PLC or robotics, P6 felt that companies
would not trust a worker to do anything more than stop and
start of the cobot, and “even that is literally going to be buttons
on a touch screen.” P6’s statement demonstrates a belief in
level 1 cobot interactions as the primary way for workers to
interact with cobots, even with formal training. As a result
of this steep learning curve and need for formal training, our
experts felt that someone with the requisite skills to program
and work with a cobot at a high level would be overqualified
for a worker or operator position. P6 told us that, “if they
come in with a higher skill, they’ll end up in a maintenance or
automation role and so they won’t be the operator, they will
be the person that the operator will call.”

Our experts felt that training a worker to become skilled at
programming a simple application was feasible, but that more
complex operation would require a skill set that was likely
above their ability. P3 told us about a company that trained
a worker, as an operator, in 45 minutes to program moving a
piece from one place to another (similar to the demo we saw
from P1), but added that once “you kind of [add] complexity
to it, any kind of precision to it, any kind of uh other you know
programming, deeper level programming to it, um, which you
know typically for it to be useful, that’s what happens, though,
we’re not just having operators or people who are not trained in
automation doing that yet.” This perspective implies that they
do not recognize the ability of a worker to be easily trained
on anything more complex than a simple pick-and-place and
even then were concerned about their ability to do it accurately.
They explained, “because the positioning is important, as of
right now, the automation trade people are still setting it up and
running it,” so that workers (or operators) generally are only
using “play, pause and stop buttons” and basic “navigation

through the screen [interface]” that involves following explicit
directions in error conditions “where the screen will point him
to where to look if there is a problem.” This perspective again
seems to limit workers to level 1 HRC interactions.

The persistence of training focusing on traditional robotic
skills may also be influenced by choices from traditional
robot manufacturers to utilize traditional programming for
their cobot products. As P1 told us, “most of the traditional
guys, their programming interface is the same as the older
way they program their traditional robots.” P9 added that “tra-
ditional robot manufacturers that have moved into [cobots],
didn’t want to abandon their their approach to programming
so they’ve just kinda transitioned in that way.” P5 described
the Fanuc cobot programming is “like C++ looking at it, so
if you don’t know how to program a robot, [it is difficult].”
The program where P2 teaches is embracing the cobots from
traditional robotic manufacturers and are moving away from
their UR3 robot to incorporate a Fanuc cobot. This move to
a Fanuc cobot was chosen to align their training equipment
and programming environments with their existing traditional
robotic machines. P5 also told us that many companies will
also align their choice in cobot with the type of traditional
robots they already use to “keep the knowledge internally of
their automation technicians and engineers up to date” that
“then allows you to kind of...you’re going to have a slimmer,
more lean group of people” that will also “save on the up-front
costs, save on the maintenance costs.” In sum, the experts
explained that the new cobot technologies from traditional
manufacturers would likely continue to use more complex
programming, rather than simplified languages, over time.

Finally, our experts found that in hiring workers it is difficult
to simply find and retain reliable employees with any basic
skills, let alone advanced skills. This meant that rather than
replacing workers with a cobot, companies tried to improve
production and reliability by using cobots to free existing
workers to complete other tasks. For example, P3 told us they
were, “short on people to do higher level things so typically
any time we get somebody off the floor- off putting things in
a box, then they can do inspections, and other testing.” They
also faced problems with humans workers completing crucial
tasks reliably, such as adding grease to a gearbox, and instead
utilized a cobot. P5 related this to retaining workers, and said,
“it is not worth the investment of training” a worker, because
of the high turn over in those jobs.

Experts did find promise in emerging training resources–
including accessible training videos, and freely available code
samples–as potential ways to aid engineers with design and
workers in interacting with cobots more effectively. P9 felt
that with “collaborative robots the programming environment
is much easier” for new programmers, “so you don’t have to
have extensive training as you would with a traditional robot.”
P4 told us the, “human interfaces are advanced enough to
where you can actually have training videos right on the floor
and you can train there.” Here P4 sees supports that are made
readily available to aid in acclimating workers to new tech-
nologies. Some experts also told us that they have worked
with companies to train workers to program their cobots. P6



told us, they “teach [workers] all the way up through the full
online courses where you can do a lot with them: full-on pro-
gramming, IO, IP addresses." P7 explained that they planned
to do more training for their worker, P8, so that he’ll be able to
edit programs himself. P7 said, “because we’ll probably end
up adding parts to this robot, eventually it’ll be nice for P8 to
do some editing.” In this way, P7 said, “if P8 actually knows
what the error means and he knows how to reset it, then he
doesn’t have to call us, wait for us to come out, reset it, and it’s
a waste of his time and a waste of our time.” These statements
imply that experts see the value of workers gaining expertise in
cobot programming that will ultimately allow them to interact
and collaborate with cobots at a higher level.

Implications of Traditional Training Findings on HRC
The view that workers would need traditional robotics skills
in order to interact and program cobots was prevalent in our
interviews with experts. This view was related to both the per-
ception that newer cobots from traditional companies would
move back towards more complex programming and that the
existing cobot programming interfaces provide easy program-
ming for only simple tasks. Still, our experts were enthusiastic
the positive impact that having workers capable of managing
collaborative activity with cobots would have. The persis-
tent prevalence in an emphasis for traditional training, is that
low-skill workers are frequently not considered capable of
programming, deploying, or collaborating with cobots. To
address this issue, modern learning technologies designed to
augment and support workers to build their skills in real work
contexts can be developed. These technologies in conjunction
with HRC training developed in real-world apprenticeships
would aid workers in gaining new skills in collaborative work
with cobots and engineers new perspectives on HRC that can
increase higher-level interactions (see Implications Section 2).

DISCUSSION
In this study, we sought to understand how the actual use of
cobots compares to the potential uses of cobots and to identify
expert perspectives on worker training. We found that most
uses of cobots in automation were for simple, long-term au-
tomation tasks, as level 1 HRC interactions. We also found
that experts believed cobot programming and collaboration
requires training similar to traditional robots, including PLC
control and advanced programming. These findings are in con-
trast to the potential for collaboration and flexibility, without
the requirement of extensive training, and represent two major
barriers to robust adoption of cobots in manufacturing. We
believe these two barriers are unique to cobot applications in
manufacturing, and have critical implications for the future
direction of cobot design and education. Specifically, applying
cobots to traditional applications reduces the opportunity for
high-level HRC, and insistence on traditional skills as requi-
site to interaction and programming prohibits worker access
to high-level HRC. As a result, the combination of these two
particular barriers significantly minimizes the opportunities
for workers to participate in advanced HRC that represent
potential future jobs in Industry 4.0 [34, 25].

The rarity of high-level HRC mentioned by our experts is a
major barrier to presenting opportunities for workers to partic-

ipate in advanced or new skill jobs in automation. This rarity
may relate to the background of those engineers, with tradi-
tional robotics and automation training, who may be likely
to perceive of cobots as special-case traditional robots and
apply them in traditional—simple, independent, long-term—
applications. This finding is consistent with previous findings
that engineers had difficulty finding opportunities to imple-
ment cobots effectively [19]. Our experts told us they auto-
mated the simplest and most repetitive manufacturing pro-
cesses first, and rarely considered complex processes. They
also suggested that most applications they chose had long and
sometimes indefinite runs. This approach limits the opportu-
nity to design collaborative HRC interactions, because it is the
complex and unique manufacturing processes that would bene-
fit most from human-robot collaboration - where the strengths
of both robots and humans can be utilized [4].

The second barrier to interaction with cobots was the percep-
tion that workers needed traditional robotics skills to effec-
tively interact with cobots. A key aspect of this barrier is
that the user interfaces and programming for cobots is meant
to reduce the need for advanced robotics training for cobot
operation, but experts felt complex programming, even in
this accessible programming environment, were beyond the
capability of low-skill workers to learn or engage with. For ex-
ample, experts believed the teach pendant interface for the UR
robots we observed were easy for simple applications, but that
the teach pendant was limited in how complex the cobot pro-
grams could be. Further, the simplified programming approach
may be limited to new robotics companies, such as UR and
Franka Emika, that focus on cobots, where traditional robotics
companies incorporate complex programming environments
consistent with their traditional robot products. This program-
ming will in turn be less accessible to novice users, and further
remove opportunities for workers to engage in high-level HRC.
Redesigning cobot interfaces and programming would help: 1)
aid experts in finding them useful for complex programming,
2) guide experts into creating more collaborative applications
for cobots, and 3) experts see the need for workers to have
collaborative skills rather than advanced programming skills.

Without collaborative applications in industry, and design of
cobots for easy adoption, it is likely that the interaction be-
tween worker and robot will continue to be distant. To realize
the promise of collaborative HRC will require a refocused
approach to designing cobots and their programming and inter-
faces, as well as new approaches to training both workers, and
the engineers who design the cobot applications that workers
engage with. We suggest these approaches in the next section
as implications for cobot and learning technology design.

Implications
In this section, we address the two barriers to utilizing cobots
for high-level HRC identified in this study by providing de-
sign recommendations aimed at achieving the full potential
of cobots as collaborative technologies. These design recom-
mendations represent a practical contribution to facilitate the
advanced use of cobots in automation that can promote greater
access to jobs in Industry 4.0.



Cobot Design Recommendations
Cobot design should foster creative applications that maxi-
mize the potential for collaborative HRC and ease of flexible
implementation. In light of this need, we make two recommen-
dations. First, we recommend re-framing the design of cobots
to be viewed as augmented supports for human worker activ-
ity with an on-board capacity for responding to human action
and intent. Currently, engineers and implementers begin by
examining a manufacturing process to identify aspects that can
be automated and consider whether a cobot could replace or
improve one or more of those aspects. This perspective leads
engineers to select simple aspects of a process to automate, or
as in previous findings, struggle to find places to implement
cobots at all [19]. We suggest that cobots should be designed
to flexibly aid workers in manufacturing where the worker
programs and adjusts the cobot to augment their work. This
re-framing changes the paradigm to see cobot applications
from a worker (end-user) first perspective rather than solely
as a piece of an automation solution. For example, a worker
who assembles many fabricated pieces into a finished product
may utilize a “move with me” function on a cobot where the
cobot will respond to the worker’s activity. To do so, cobots
must come equipped with task-model libraries applicable to
many automation scenarios, and advanced human sensing ca-
pabilities, including monitoring human motion and inferential
detection of the human’s intended motions and goals. To
realize this approach will also require a new perspective on
designing cobot programming and interfaces.

Therefore, our second recommendation suggests redesign-
ing cobot programming languages and interfaces to support
template-based and generalized programs that better afford
workers, as end-users, to interact with and program the sys-
tem for truly flexible and collaborative applications. In this
paradigm, cobot programming would include a large variety
of templates for engineers to incorporate into a flexible user
interface for workers. The templates would allow engineers to
write programs that were specific to their work environment,
with built in safety and efficiency measures, as reusable func-
tions. The programs would then allow workers to utilize the
cobot interface, or as suggested by Weiss et al. [37] to use
manual control options, to select from functions and modify
parameters or train specific motions to meet the needs of a
task at hand within a programming environment created by
an engineer to limit parameters and install safety restrictions.
Consistent with interface designs by Steinmetz et al. [35],
engineers write the complex code as functions, and workers
select and tailor these functions to augment their work.

Learning Technology Recommendations
The results of this study suggest a need for improved training
for both workers and engineers, by supporting collaborative
perspectives and skillful use of cobot programming and inter-
action. This approach would benefit workers–by supporting
collaborative robotics skill development–and engineers–by
supporting the design of high-level HRC. Learning technolo-
gies could be designed as training environments situated in
the actual workplace context of engineers and workers, and
provide support adapted to each learner. To take advantage
of learning in context, the technologies should be designed as

in-house, apprenticeship-style learning environments [25]. Ap-
prenticeship learning allows explicit access to context relevant
expert thinking and problem solving [11]. An apprenticeship
approach allows engineers to learn to design collaborative ac-
tivities for cobot-worker interactions with their workers and
jobs in mind, and allows the workers to learn to interact with
the cobot system in their actual workplace that reflects the
real scope of work, tools, processes, and dynamics. Adaptive
supports provide a system that can tailor trainings to meet the
specific needs of learners of various backgrounds and exper-
tise. These learning technologies, in concert with new cobot
designs, would allow workers to gain expertise in utilizing
their cobot to augment their own activities. Further, as Kadir
et al. [19] recommend, the technologies would provide en-
gineers with new perspectives on applications for cobots in
their workplace, that also support their confidence that work-
ers trained with the same learning technology will be skilled
enough to participate in these collaborative interactions.

Limitations and Conclusion
Our findings demonstrate the difference between the poten-
tial uses of cobots and their actual uses in real automation
scenarios, and highlight specific barriers to closing this gap
beyond those typically found in technology adoption [30].
Changes to the way we design cobots and educate the workers
and engineers who use them, such as those we suggest in our
implications, may support a future automation workplace in
which workers have an important role.

Our study is limited by a narrow representation of expertise
cobots in automation due to a small sample that included
only one worker and no women. We focused on engineers and
implementers to gain insight into the perspectives of those who
design cobot applications, but recognize the need for work that
examines the worker perspective on these issues. We believe
future studies should expand on this work by examining these
findings through the lens of workers and women in automation,
with a larger more generalizable sample to better understand
their actual use. We were also limited in looking at the use of
robotic arm types of cobots, that did not include other cobots,
such as warehouse delivery cobots, in our study. Future work
that includes a larger variety of cobots may provide insights
into the specific uses and needs for cobots in these areas,
and recommendations that may exist for incorporating several
types of cobots into one environment.

In conclusion, we believe the insights gained from understand-
ing how collaborative robots are used in automation have
revealed several areas of improvement needed for designing
these systems for increased and more effective human-robot
collaboration. These improvements in learning to use and
in designing cobots will require a focused effort from HCI
researchers to test improved designs and evaluate their impact
on real world usage. We hope our design recommendations
will serve as a fertile starting point for this work.
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